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Who leads the way o
Reading Street is unique by design to support any path and any pace
of teaching. You lead the way with smart, efficient resources—complete
with flexible pacing plans, precise monitoring, and robust digital content.

6 Units, 2 Volumes per Unit

My Teaching Library

This is your home base for daily
instruction—your helpful guide,
and inspiration!

My First Stop on Reading Street

Your first-stop companion guide includes
essentials—pacing charts, research, word
lists, and teacher resources.
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on

Reading Street?
Teachers Do.
“The author team focused
on the professional
partnership that an effective

3 Weeks of Instruction per Volume

reading series, in the hands of
talented teachers, represents.
We offer Reading Street as

Red Kayak

Week

1

a repository of resources—
stories and texts that capture
the imagination, lessons
that help impart the
knowledge that students
must have to further

Thunder Rose

Week

2

their reading prowess.”
Peter Afflerbach, Ph.D.
University of Maryland at College Park

Island of the Blue Dolphins

Week

3

My Teacher’s Edition

It’s slim, so it won’t weigh you down.
It’s chunky because it ”chunks” lessons
in manageable, 3-week increments.
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How do I customize fo
Good teachers adjust and make lessons uniquely their own.
Reading Street provides alternative teaching paths to personalize
lessons for you and your students.

“Reading Street is the most
carefully designed reading

Add Text Sets, Novels, Writing!

program in our nation’s history.
Our team of authors have forged

expertise to the design of a series
focused on preparing a new
generation of students for the
that will define their future.”
University of Connecticut

Island of the Blue Dolphins
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Customize Literacy

Donald Leu, Ph.D.

Thunder Rose

reading and literacy skills

Customize Writing

brought their special areas of

Red Kayak

a common commitment and

or my teaching style?
Any Path, Any Pace. Any Text, Any Time.
Customize Literacy

Use Mini-Lessons to teach with
leveled readers, trade books,
novels, and text sets.

Customize Writing

Integrate writing. Access 21st Century
Writing Mini-Lessons and Writing
Process Lessons.
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How do I practice the art of respons
The Reading Street assessment system informs your teaching. Four easy steps
help you make initial grouping decisions, track progress during and after
reading, and respond to children’s literacy needs—both in print and online.

2

1

6

Greet Them!

To make initial grouping decisions,
use the Baseline Group Test or
your favorite placement test.

3

Know Them!

During reading monitor student progress
with success predictors, weekly tests,
and fresh reads.

PRIORITY SKILL

SUCCESS PREDICTOR

Phonemic Awareness

Blending and Segmenting

Phonics

Word Reading

Fluency

Words Correct per Minute

Oral Vocabulary/
Vocabulary

Word Knowledge

Comprehension

Retelling

Track Them!

Use Unit Benchmark Test
performance and Success Tracker,
the online assessment and data
management system, to inform
regrouping decisions.

“No worries,
no stress.
Monitor
progress!”

sive teaching?
Greet Them, Know Them, Track Them, Teach Them.

“Reading Street’s progressmonitoring tools allow
teachers to keep very close
instructional links to students, or
as Vygotsky would have us
do—know the Zone of Proximal
Development for each child
so we may best serve
ever changing needs.”
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Teach Them!

Daily small group lessons help you
differentiate instruction based on
student performance and language
proficiency levels.
• Strategic Intervention
• On-Level
• Advanced
• English Language Learners

Sharon Vaughn, Ph.D.
University of Texas
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How do I increase access f
With
Led by ELL expert Dr. Jim Cummins, Reading Street provides daily leveled ELL
notes, ELL lessons, and scaffolded instruction based on 5 ELL principles.
These principles broaden the entry point for children of all proficiency levels.

“When we look at the five
principles, the first thing to
understand is that these are
based on extensive, solid
research. The research
focuses on what kinds of
intervention will enable
students to make maximum
progress in English.”
Jim Cummins, Ph.D.
University of Toronto

1

8

Communicate Content
and Language Objectives

Prepare children by making
lesson objectives clear
and strategically plan
for concurrent language
development.

2

Frontload or
Preteach the Lesson

Build an on-ramp to the
lesson—connect to prior
experiences, and develop
oral language.

3

Provide
Comprehensible Input

Scaffold learning with
visuals, graphic organizers,
summaries, audio, video,
models, and hands-on
activities.

for English Language Learners?
Ongoing Support Throughout the Instructional Cycle.
Access Content,
Build Language

ELL/ELD Readers

Reading support by language
proficiency level.

4

Enable Language Production

Provide extensive oral language practice
that enhances and supports children’s
conceptual understanding and builds
language in context.

5

Assess for Content and
Language Understanding

Monitor children’s progress
throughout the lesson, provide
leveled interventions as
needed, and assess ongoing
progress of content and
language development.

ELL Handbook

•
•
•
•
•

Multilingual story summaries
Home-School Connections
Support by Literacy Strand
Mini Lessons
Vocabulary Lists in Multiple Languages
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How do I power up my classroom

See It!

Concept Talk Video

Broaden the context.

Big Question Video

Launch the unit concept.
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Envision It! Animation

Grammar Jammer

Skills and strategies come to life.

Sing the rules.

m?
Take the Digital Path.
“We are all expected to be
facile with new technologies.

Hear It!

Audio

Listen to audio selections,
books, and readers.

The unprecedented rate of
change in our greater
environment calls for new
directions in teaching and
new integration of these

Amazing Words Sing with Me

technologies in our

Visual anchor.

everyday classrooms.”
Susan Watts-Taffe
University of Cincinnati

Letter Tile Drag and Drop

Build words.

Do It!

Vocabulary Activities

Apply new words.
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What makes Reading Stre

Sustained Concept and Language Developmen

Big Ideas
Consider related
big questions

Envision It!
Use visuals to access
understanding

Unit
Concept
“In an education for
understanding, a vital
Big Ideas, show how they
help students understand their
value for making sense of
all the ‘stuff’ of content.”
Grant Wiggins, Ed.D.
Coauthor with Jay McTighe
of Understanding by Design
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Vocabulary
Learn and use
a wealth of words

Writing
Write daily to
build fluency

challenge is to highlight the
prioritize the learning, and

Team Talk
Build a learning
community for social
cognition

Text Sets
Read connected texts
for content equity

Science and
Social Studies
Transfer understanding
to content areas

eet

nt.

strong?
Connect the dots and focus thinking.

Big Ideas

Reading is thinking. Each unit of Reading Street focuses on a Big Idea
that connects learning. Students explore one aspect of the unit concept
each week, building deep and transferable understanding.

Big Questions

Student Edition, Grade 1

Each unit begins with a Big Question, and each
lesson thoughtfully considers a new and related
question that deepens children’s understanding.
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Team Talk

Listen, talk, share experiences.
Begin each day with conversation and language production.
Encourage individual perspectives! This is the time for sharing ideas
in a culturally responsive classroom.

“Text discussions should
Team Talk

Think-Pair-Share!
Children pair up to talk
about the question of
the week.

go beyond answering
comprehension questions.
Discussing concepts and
text with students requires
that teachers understand

Anchored Talk

Children develop
understanding by
discussing personal
experiences related
to the concept.

that meaning is not in
the text per se, but is to
be found in the text and
the experiences the
reader brings to it.”
Alfred Tatum, Ph.D.
University of Illinois at Chicago
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Build word power every hour.

Vocabulary

The chief culprit of the achievement gap is a language gap. Explicit
vocabulary instruction, contextual models, and multiple exposures
to vocabulary build word power for learning and understanding.

HighFrequency
Words

Academic
Words
“The effective vocabulary
teacher presents new

Amazing
Words

Story
Words

vocabulary in ways that
model good learning—
learning that is active and
Amazing Words:

Conceptually related, oral
vocabulary well beyond
grade level.
High-Frequency Words:

Words that appear most
commonly in print, usually
learned by sight.

personalized and accesses
multiple sources of
information that builds
deep meaning over time.”
Camille L.Z. Blachowicz, Ph.D.
National-Louis University

Academic Words:

The words and language of
school including contentarea vocabulary.
Story Words:

Lesson vocabulary that’s
explicitly taught and critical
to unlocking text.

“These
words are
purrrrfect.”
15

Transfer concepts to content areas.

Science and
Social Studies

Reading Street builds knowledge that is deep and transferable. Each week
Paired Selections strengthen understanding in science and social studies. They
also focus on genre and on new literacies for 21st century skill development.

Paired Selection

The Paired Selection links the big idea to
science or social studies content. Once per unit,
it focuses on 21st century skills.
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Main Selection

The Main Selection develops the unit concept and
weekly target skills during whole-group instruction.

Customize literacy for everyone every week.

Text Sets

Grade-level readability anchors Reading Street Student Editions. Conceptually
related text sets including leveled, decodable, concept, ELL, and ELD readers
ensure access and content equity for all children.

Leveled Readers

ELD/ELL Readers

Focus on Language Development

Focus on Reading Development

Text Sets

“An important characteristic of Reading Street
is the intentional alignment of each of the essential
components. In the anthology selections, leveled
readers, intervention selections, ELL and ELD readers,
children will discuss, read, write, and think about

•
•
•
•
•

On-Level Reader
Below-Level Reader
Advanced Reader
Concept Literacy Reader
ELD Reader
Beginning/Intermediate
• ELL Reader
Advanced/Advanced High
• Decodable Readers (K-3)

the same ‘Big Idea’ and use the same robust vocabulary
to communicate about the idea.”
Jeanne Paratore, Ed.D. Boston University
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Have children write like a reader.
Writing

Reading and writing go together. On Reading Street children write every day
to think critically about the big question from their reading. Focus on writing
traits, mentor text, process lessons, and 21st century writing projects!
“I don’t bite.
I write!”

Weekly Writing Forms and Patterns
• Different writing each week including letters,
personal narratives, and realistic stories
• Focus on organizational patterns
Daily Writing Mini-Lessons
• 10-minute Mini-Lessons on traits and craft
• One writing trait and craft skill each week
Daily Quick Writes for Fluency
• Writing on demand prompt and routine
• Extends daily writing lesson

“Successful writing
instruction calls for helping
children experience success
as writers—with inspiring
writing, use of model texts,
and positive feedback.”
Jeff Anderson, M.Ed.
San Antonio, Texas
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Weekly Mentor Text
• Model to exemplify good writing traits
• Literature in Student Edition
Unit Writing Process Lessons
• One writing process lesson per unit
• One-week and two-week pacing
Unit 21st Century Writing Projects
• One 21st Century Writing Project per unit
• E-mail, photo writing, e-newsletters, and more

“It is essential that children
learn digital skills and the
higher-order new literacies.
Writing e-mail weekly or
daily, children practice the
comprehension and writing
skills taught in Reading Street.
Writing projects call students
to search engines, online
directories, and online
reference sources.”
Donald Leu, Ph.D.
University of Connecticut

Use visuals to explain ideas at a glance.

Envision It!

Today’s children are visual learners. Visuals are windows to knowing.
Reading Street uses visuals by design to focus attention, capture the abstract,
and help students understand and remember important ideas.

Envision It! Skills and Strategies

Envision It! Retelling Cards

Envision It! Vocabulary

Envision It!
Picture Vocabulary Cards

Envision It! Phonemic Awareness

Envision It! Oral Vocabulary

Envision It! Handbook
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What will my children gain from the

Greater Independence, De
The Student Edition is a think book, a do book, a systematic skills book. It’s a lively,
visual, fun-to-read book that’s filled with classic and soon-to-be classic literature in
multiple genres. The interactive, learner-centered design promotes independence.

Promotes Gradual Release of Responsibility

Personalized Reading Coach
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Develops Conversational Fluency

Oral Vocabulary/Amazing Words

e Student Edition?

eeper Understanding.

“Multiple systematic opportunities to relearn
and practice strategies and skills
offer children the time and direction
they require to accelerate as self-regulated
readers and writers.”
Candy Dawson Boyd, Ph.D.
Saint Mary’s College of California

Captures the Abstract

Phonemic Awareness

Focuses on 21st Century Skill Development

Application and Transfer
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How will I ensure instructional equity
It’s the same where it should be and different where it must be. Calle de la
Lectura provides the same quality of literature, instruction, and language
experiences, as it honors Spanish-speaking cultures and literacy.

True Instructional Equity

The highly cohesive curriculum brings
equity and manageability to teaching.
Equity of instruction includes:
• Comprehension Skills
• Scope and Sequence
• Concepts
• Big Idea Questions
• Weekly Questions
• Content Areas
• Literature
• Instructional Plan
• Resources
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y in my bilingual classroom?
With Calle de la Lectura.
“Instructional equity is at
the core of Calle de la Lectura
and it is a direct reflection
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Teach vowels

Add consonant to
make open syllables

Invert syllables to
make closed syllables

of the authors, developers, and
teachers who crafted a program
that builds speakers, listeners,
readers, and writers of Spanish

Linguistic Accommodations

The phonics scope and sequence is authentic to the
Spanish language. Inverting open syllables to make
closed syllables helps make more words, faster.

who are ready to transfer
their learning to English.”
Elena Izquierdo, Ph.D.
University of Texas at El Paso

“Me gustan los
cuentitos de
gatitos y los gatitos
dormiditos.”

Authentic Literature

The literature honors the heritage of the
Spanish-speaking world. Latino writers from
the United States add relevancy to reading.
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What’s the first day of the rest of th
Make it active! Make it visual! Say it and sing it and read it. Reading Street
begins with lively multisensory experiences that help kindergarten children
acquire the complex skills of emergent literacy.

“Every child
needs a buddy.”
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heir lives?
The First Day of Kindergarten!
My Skills Buddy

M is for marvelous, motivating
My Skills Buddy. Interactive
skills practice comes in a book
children write in, draw in,
and hold.

“My inspiration for Trucktown
was I really wanted to
write something for all those
energetic little guys and
girls who don’t think there is
something out there for them
to read. And what’s more fun
than a bunch of truck stuff?
And what’s more fun than
trucks smashing and crashing
into each other?”
Jon Scieszka, M.F.A.
Children’s Book Author
Founder of GUYS READ
First National Ambassador for
Young People’s Literature 2008

Get Set, Roll! Readers

Get ready to VROOM! Jon Scieszka’s trucks
help children practice the weekly phonics skills.
Trucktown ABCs and the Big Book of Truckery
Rhymes develop phonological awareness.
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What is state-of-the-art in phon
Phonics instruction naturally moves from listening to blending to decoding
and using letter sounds to write words. Reading Street provides dynamic
instructional support each step of the way.

Hear Sounds

Apply Sounds

Build Words

Phonemic Awareness

Phonics

Phonics/Word Structure

Audio

Listen
to audio
selections,
books, and
readers.

G1.3 SE p 16

Student Edition

Talk with Me, Sing with Me Flip Chart
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Letter Tile Drag and Drop

nics instruction?
An Integral, Relevant, and Playful Design.
“Reading, like swimming,
requires a medium. We swim
in a body of water. Likewise,
when we read, we read in a

Practice Sounds

Read Words

Visual Learning

Apply Phonics

medium called a writing system,
which is made up of complex
symbols of spoken language.
Teaching phonics is important,
especially for beginning
readers who like beginning
swimmers need support
and pointers. And as with
swimming, once they
get the hang of it—well,
they’re off into its
sheer pleasure.”
Edward Kame’enui, Ph.D.
University of Oregon

Decodable Practice Readers
Sound Spelling Cards

Alphabet Cards
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What will I reach for when my stude

Targeted, RTI Solution
A range of student abilities calls for RTI resources that are manageable,
aligned, and expedient. Interventions on Reading Street are highly targeted
and employ the same research and methodologies that power the core.

Response to Intervention Kit (K–2) (3–6)

Focus on priority skills! Instruction is organized
by strand, so you can provide targeted focus and
leveled mini-lessons for individuals or small groups.
• Phonemic Awareness Teacher’s Guide
and Student Worktext
• Phonics and Decoding Teacher’s Guide
and Student Worktext
• Fluency Teacher’s Guide and Student Worktext
• Vocabulary Teacher’s Guide and Student Worktext
• Comprehension Teacher’s Guide
and Student Worktext
• Implementation Guide
• Routines Cards
• Letter Tiles (English/Spanish)
• Write-on/Wipe-off Boards
• A Tier 2 Solution

“I love
being small.”
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Tier 3
Intensive
Intervention
Tier 2
Core Plus
Strategic Intervention

or

Tier 2
Core Plus
Strategic Intervention
Tier 3
Intensive
Intervention

Instructi
on

Tier 1
Core Instruction

cre

as e

eased Instruction
r
c
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Tier 1
Core Instruction

ed
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“I love
being tall.”
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My Sidewalks on Reading Street

Intensify the cycle of assessment and intervention with
My Sidewalks. This complete intervention program aligns
to Reading Street concepts, vocabulary, and skills for easy
management and rapid acceleration.
• Sustained Instruction
30 weeks of reading intervention, 30–60 minutes every day
• Intensive Language and Concept Development
Emphasis on deep meaning of vocabulary and concepts
• Critical Comprehension Skills and Strategies
Highly specified instruction focused on high-priority reading skills
• A Tier 2 or 3 Solution
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How will I know Reading Stre
Proof and Credibility.
Pearson proudly invests in independent efficacy studies that meet the rigorous
criteria of the What Works Clearinghouse. Collective results confirm that
Reading Street is both highly effective and culturally responsive.

GMRT-4 Grade Equivalent Scores
Scores Increase Across Grades

5.4

5

Studies consistently show that
Reading Street students make
significant gains in one year with
no “implementation“ dip.

4
3.8

3
2.6

2
1
0

3.6

2.5

0.8

Pretest

Grade 1

Grade 2

Posttest

Grade 3

Reading Ability: Group Shifts
60%

All Ability Levels Make Gains

Reading Street works equally well
with students of varying ability levels,
including intervention, below-level,
on-level, and above-level readers.

50%
40%
38%

30%

32%

20%
10%

41%

24%
18%

20%

17%
10%

Beginning of Year

0%
Intervention

Below Level

On Level

Review the Full Studies at www.ReadingStreet.com
30

Above Level

End of Year
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is the right choice?
Program Authors
Peter Afflerbach, Ph.D.

University of Maryland
at College Park

Camille L. Z. Blachowicz, Ph.D.

National-Louis University

Candy Dawson Boyd, Ph.D.

Saint Mary’s College of California
Elena Izquierdo, Ph.D.

University of Texas at El Paso
Connie Juel, Ph.D.

Stanford University

Edward J. Kame’enui, Ph.D.

University of Oregon

Donald J. Leu, Ph.D.

University of Connecticut

Consulting Authors
P. David Pearson, Ph.D.

Jeff Anderson, M.Ed.

Sam L. Sebesta, Ed.D.

Jim Cummins, Ph.D.

University of California, Berkeley
University of Washington, Seattle

San Antonio, Texas

University of Toronto

Deborah Simmons, Ph.D.

Lily Wong Fillmore, Ph.D.

Alfred W. Tatum, Ph.D.

Georgia Earnest García, Ph.D.

Texas A&M University

University of Illinois at Chicago
Sharon Vaughn, Ph.D.

University of Texas

Susan Watts Taffe, Ph.D.

University of Cincinnati

Karen Kring Wixson, Ph.D.

University of Michigan

University of California, Berkeley
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

George A. González, Ph.D.

Jon Scieszka, M.F.A.

Children’s Book Author
Founder of GUYS READ
Named First National Ambassador
for Young People’s Literature 2008
Grant Wiggins, Ed.D.

Coauthor with Jay McTighe
of Understanding by Design
Lee Wright, M.Ed.

Pearland, Texas

University of Texas-Pan American, Edinburg
Valerie Ooka Pang, Ph.D.

San Diego State University
Sally M. Reis, Ph.D.

University of Connecticut

Jeanne R. Paratore, Ed.D.

Boston University

“Next stop,
Reading Street!”
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Who will help me bring it together?

We’ll Be Right Beside You.
Choosing Reading Street is just the beginning. Our skilled consultants will work
with your district for smooth implementation. Customized training is available
in person and 24/7 online, because teachers are the busiest people we know.

Professional Development and Online Training

• Face-to-face, on-site teacher training
• Highly qualified educational consultants
• Online program tutorials available 24/7
• Extensive modeling, mentoring, and coaching
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Reading Street
is so complete
it’s neat, neat, neat.
S-w-e-e-t!

G o o d i s an d s
e
tuf
f!

“Does it come
with cupcakes?”
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Program
Components
Student Editions

Assessment

My Skills Buddy (Grade K)

Assessment Handbook (Grades K–6)

•
•
•
•
•

• Rubrics, checklists, and numerous other
teaching resources.
• Models and methods for student
evaluation and grading.
• Suggestions for preparing students for
high-stakes tests.

Interactive Practice
Apply new skills
Get ready to read
Decodable Practice Readers
6 books

Reading Street Student Edition
(Grades 1–6)

• Includes Envision It! Visual
Skills Handbook
• 6 books (Grade 1)
• 2 books (Grades 2–6)

Teacher’s Editions
First Stop on Reading Street
(Grades K–6)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Research base foundation.
Program scope and sequence.
Classroom management suggestions.
Assessment Overview.
Teacher Resources.
Customize literacy and writing.

Reading Street Teacher’s Edition
(Grades K–6)

• 6 units.
• 2 volumes per unit.
• 3 weeks of instruction in each volume.

Baseline Group Tests and
Teacher’s Manual (Grades K–6)

• Guidelines for grouping—strategic
intervention, on-level, and advanced.
• Assessments and guidelines for
grouping—strategic intervention,
on-level, and advanced.
Fresh Reads for Fluency and
Comprehension and Teacher’s
Manual (Grades 1–6)

• Additional practice with each week’s
target comprehension skill.
• Passages at below-, on-, and advanced
levels for application.
• Additional weekly fluency check
Weekly Tests and Teacher’s Manual
(Grades 1–6)

• Assessment of weekly highfrequency words, decoding skills, and
comprehension skills.
• “Look Back and Write” activities for
students to respond to text.
Unit and End-of-Year Benchmark
Assessments and Teacher’s Manual
(Grades K–6)

• Assessment every six weeks.
• Assesses knowledge of unit skills and
progress in comprehension, writing
conventions, decoding, vocabulary,
writing, and fluency.
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Leveled Readers

Leveled Readers (continued)

Concept Literacy Leveled Readers
and Teaching Guide (Grades K–6)

Leveled Reader Teaching Guides
(Grades 1–6)

• Nonfiction text with a strong emphasis
on concept vocabulary.
• Teaching guide includes a lesson plan for
each week’s story.
• 36 titles (Grades K–1)
• 30 titles (Grades 2–6)

• Lesson plans and practice pages for each
leveled reader.
• Additional practice helps build
comprehension skills, fluency, and
vocabulary.
Envision It! Handbook (Grades 1–6)

Kindergarten Readers (Grade K)

• Listen to Me Readers
36 titles
Weekly reader practices target sound spellings by
picturing objects that begin with the target sounds.

• Visual student resource for key
comprehension and vocabulary skills,
strategies, and genres.

Rebus words used with repetition.

Program
Components

Support for oral vocabulary development.

• Kindergarten Student Readers
36 titles
Weekly on-level reader practices target sound
spellings and high-frequency words.
Continuous characters appear in weeks 1-5.
Week 6 provides a realistic fiction or nonfiction story.

• Independent Readers
36 titles
Weekly leveled reader that practices vocabulary and
target comprehension skill.

Leveled Readers (Grades 1–6)

• Opportunities for differentiated
instruction.
• Additional practice with the target
comprehension skill and strategy of the
main selection.
• Additional practice with tested
vocabulary from the main selections.
• Provide all students with access to
the theme/concept/topic of the main
selection.
• Provide more nonfiction selections to
address needs of classroom teachers and
to address grade-level content areas.
Below-Level: 30 titles On-Level:
30 titles Advanced Level: 30 titles

Guide on the Side (Grades K–6)

•
•
•
•

Unique teacher edition resource.
Instructional routines and mini-lessons.
Comprehensive writing workshop.
Guidance for assessing, grouping, and
monitoring students’ progress.
• Resources for learning communities.
Trade Books and Big Books
ABC Rhyme Time Big Book (Grade 1)

• Alphabet book in rhyming format can
be used to teach short vowels and
consonant letter sounds.
• Big book format is perfect for
shared reading.
Big Books (Grades K–2)

• Oversized full-color trade books provide
shared reading opportunities.
• Opportunity to model fluent reading and
to teach concepts of print.
• 24 books (Grade K)
• 12 books (Grade 1)
• 6 books (Grade 2)
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Trade Books and Big Books (continued)
Little Books (Grades K–1)

•
•
•
•

Reduced-size versions of the big books.
Independent reading opportunities.
24 books (Grade K)
12 books (Grade 1)

Read Aloud Trade Books (Grade K)

Program
Components

• Illustrated stories by well-known authors.
• Develop comprehension skills and
encourage children to read for a variety
of purposes.
• 12 titles
Sing with Me Big Book
and Little Book (Grades 1–2)

• Weekly songs to demonstrate and
practice oral vocabulary in context.

Truckery Rhymes Big Book
and Little Book (Grade K)

• Classic nursery rhymes featuring the
Trucktown characters.
• Big book format provides opportunity
for shared reading and modeling
fluent reading.
Trucktown ABCs Big Book
and Little Book (Grade K)

• Big book format provides opportunity
for shared reading and modeling
fluent reading.
• Development in oral vocabulary
and concepts.

Phonics/Word Study/Vocabulary

Nn

Alphabet Cards (Grade K)

English

Bb
nest

Español

• Bilingual cards with vivid photos build
letter and word recognition skills.
• Develop understanding of the
alphabetic principle.

bebé

Decodable Readers (Grades K–3)

• Weekly colorful readers that reinforce
and apply the target sound spellings.
• 3 volumes (Grade 1)
• 2 volumes (Grades 2–3)

Envision It! Pictured Vocabulary
Cards (Grades 2–6)

• Colorful picture cards show word and
picture on one side with activities
on the other.
• Multimodal activities reinforce
vocabulary development and
understanding.
Get Set, Roll! Readers (Grade K)

• 36 action-packed Trucktown readers
for practicing skills.
• Apply phonics skills and read highfrequency words in connected text.
• Spiral review of previously learned
phonics elements.
Letter Tiles (Grade K)

• Lowercase letter tiles can be used for
phonics and decoding instruction.

Phonics Activities Mats (Grade K)

• Bilingual mat shows English alphabet
on one side and Spanish alphabet on
the other.
• Student word work and
letter tile activities.
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Phonics/Word Study/Vocabulary (continued)
Phonics Songs and Rhymes
Flip Charts (Grade K)

• Large, colorful chart introduces a new
song each week.
• Each song actively engages children
in word work and helps connect sounds
to letters.
Picture Cards (Grade K)

• Interactive picture cards show a
photograph and a list of spelling for
each sound.

Sound Spelling Cards (Grades 1–3)

• Two-sided cards include a photograph
and a list of spelling for each sound.
• Blending routines help introduce sounds
and spellings in the phonics lessons.

Tactile Cards (Grade K)

• Interactive cards feature D’Nealian
letter on one side; ball-and-stick letter
on the other.
• Lowercase letters are perfect for little
fingers to trace.
English Language Learners (ELL)
ELL Handbook (Grades K–6)

• Professional development opportunities
and full weekly support for each lesson.
• Develop English learners’ abilities in
listening, speaking, reading, and writing
at individual language proficiency levels.

ELL (continued)
ELL Posters (Grades K–6)

• Weekly illustrated posters help English
Language learners practice tested
vocabulary and concepts.
• Five days of oral language activities on
each poster.
English Language Development
(ELD) Readers (Grades 1–6)

• Weekly readers are appropriate
for beginning and intermediate
proficiency levels.
• Develop weekly concept and reinforce
high-frequency vocabulary.
• 36 titles (Grade 1)
• 30 titles (Grades 2–3)
ELL Readers (Grades 1–6)

• Weekly readers are appropriate
for intermediate and advanced
proficiency levels.
• Develop weekly concept and reinforce
high-frequency vocabulary.
• 36 titles (Grade 1)
• 30 titles (Grades 2–6)

Program
Components

ELL and ELD Reader Teaching Guides
(Grades 1–6)

• Differentiated lesson plans for weekly
ELD and ELL readers.
• Scaffolded leveled support for
language proficiency.

Response to Intervention Kit (K–2) (3–6)

• Provides additional instruction,
modeling, scaffolding, and practice for
struggling readers.
Implementation Guide, Phonemic Awareness
Teaching Guide, Phonics and Decoding Teaching
Guide and Student Worktext, Fluency Teaching Guide
and Student Worktext, Vocabulary Teaching Guide
and Student Worktext, Comprehension Teaching
Guide and Student Worktext, Write-on/Wipe-off
Boards, Letter Tiles, Routines Cards
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Practice and Additional Resources

Program
Components

Practice and Additional Resources (continued)
Reader’s & Writer’s Notebook and
Teacher’s Manual (Grades K–6)

AlphaBuddy Bear Puppet (Grade K)

• Plush hand puppet makes learning
engaging, effective, and fun.

• Interactive weekly practice for
comprehension, writing, vocabulary,
grammar, spelling, phonics, and
word study.
Retelling Cards (Grades K–6)

Graphic Organizer Flip Charts
(Grades K–1)

• Visuals from each Reading Street main
selection to develop comprehension.

• Write-on wipe-off charts for
active learning.

Routines Flip Charts (Grades K–6)
duckling

pond
brave

• Classroom instructional routines in
easy-to-use flip chart format.

High-Frequency Word Cards
(Grades K–2)

• Weekly cards to reinforce high-frequency
tested vocabulary.
Leveled Practice Stations (Grades K–6)
Talk with Me, Sing with Me Chart
(Grade K)

• Ready-made leveled activities that
support weekly skills, strategies, and
concepts.
• Flip charts are written in student-friendly
language.
• Management handbook includes rubrics,
portfolios, and informal observation
suggestions.

• Two illustrated charts per week to
develop oral vocabulary and build
background.
• Side 1: Photographs to discuss
oral vocabulary.
• Side 2: Songs to demonstrate oral
vocabulary in context.

Read Aloud Anthology (Grades K–2)

• Selections in a variety of genres build
vocabulary and develop concepts.

unite

prevent
quarrel

Readers’ Theater Anthology
(Grades K–6)

• Drama and poetry selections for
performance.
• Build reading fluency and
teamwork skills.
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Tested Vocabulary Cards (Grade 3–6)

• Weekly cards to reinforce high-frequency
tested vocabulary.

Writing Rubrics and Anchor Papers
(Grades 1–6)

• Rubrics for each weekly lesson.
• Anchor papers with student models.

Digital Components
AudioText CDs (Grades K–6)

Online Student Editions (Grades K–6)

• Complete narration of entire Student Edition.
• Model fluent reading.

• Students can access Reading Street textbooks at home
or from a classroom technology center.

Background Building Audio CDs (Grades K–6)

Online Assessment (Grades 1–6)

• Drama skits, interviews, songs, and more.
• Introduce key concepts and vocabulary for each Student
Edition selection.

• Online assessment and data management system
with print and digital remediation content.

Digital Path Assets DVD-ROM (Grades K–6)

• Entire Teacher’s Edition online plus additional
teaching resources.

• Animations, Grammar Jammers, videos, activities, and games.
ExamView® Test Generator CD-ROM (Grades 1–6)

• Create and customize Unit and End-of-Year Benchmark Tests.
Interactive Digital Path (Grades K–6)

• See it!
Big Question Video, Concept Talk Video, Envision It! Animations, eReaders.

• Hear It!
eSelections (Highlighted word-by-word reading), Grammar Jammer,
Vocabulary Activities.

• Do It!
Journal Word Bank, Story Sort, 21st Century Skills Activities, Vocabulary
Activities, Success Tracker™.

Online Teacher’s Editions (Grades K–6)

Phonics Songs and Rhymes Audio CD (Grade K)

• Weekly songs and rhymes introduce and practice weekly
phonics skills and develop phonemic awareness.
Reading Street Readers DVD-ROM (Grades K–6)

• All readers on DVD-ROM: Leveled Readers, Decodable Readers,
ELL and ELD Readers.
• Includes audio.
Sing with Me Audio CDs (Grades K–2)

• Build concepts and practice Amazing Words through songs.
Student Edition CD-ROM (Grades K–6)

Modeled Pronunciation Audio CD (Grades K–6)

Teacher Resource DVD-ROM (Grades K–6)

• Correct pronunciation of all sounds in English and Sound
Spelling Card songs.

• Find all your teaching tools in one place.

Online Lesson Planner (Grades K–6)

• Organizational tool makes it easy to plan lessons
from any computer.
• Create and customize your schedule, print and edit lessons,
and view correlations to state standards.

Program
Components

Daily Fix-It Transparencies (K-6), Writing Transparencies (1-6), Grammar
Transparencies (1-6), Vocabulary Transparencies (1-2), Skill Lesson
Transparencies (2-6), Research Transparencies (1-2), Graphic Organizers (K-6),
Reader’s & Writer’s Notebook Student Edition and Teacher’s Manual (K-6), Let’s
Practice It! Student Edition and Teacher’s Manual (K-6), Phonics Activity Mat
(K), Patterns Book (K), High-Frequency Word Cards (K-2), Tested Vocabulary
Word Cards (3-6), Envision It! Picture Vocabulary Cards (2-6), 10 Important
Sentences (1-6), Scoring Rubrics for Writing, and more.

Online Leveled Reader Database (Grades K–6)

• Searchable database provides access to over 2,000 Leveled
Readers online.
• Search by Guided Reading level, DRA™ level, Lexile® level,
comprehension skill, theme/topic, genre, and more.
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Scope &
Sequence

“Bzzz.”
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Scope &
Sequence
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Scope &
Sequence
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Scope &
Sequence

“Buzzzz.”
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Scope &
Sequence

“ Zizzz.”
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Scope &
Sequence
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Scope &
Sequence
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“Bizzz.”

Scope &
Sequence
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Scope &
Sequence

“I’m
bizzzy
buzzing.”
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Scope &
Sequence
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Scope &
Sequence

50

“I’m zizzy
zuzzing.”

Scope &
Sequence
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“Thanks is the
sweetest word
we know. Uh,
beside cookies.”
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